
Poseidon MKVI –!
Factory Training

Resolving the most common 
issues during the automatic 
pre dive test. 



Before you go diving
It is much better to resolve any problems that might occur 
in the comfort of your home rather then having to deal 
with them at the dive site.  

•  Is the battery charged?

•  Has the battery undergone a learning cycle within the 
last 90 days?

•  Are all the o-rings in the loop intact and in place?

•  Is the unit properly assembled?

•  Are the check valves in the mouthpiece mounted 
correctly?

•  Is there any visible damage to the unit?

•  Did the loop pass a negative loop test?

•  Did the unit pass a pre dive check?



When should I start the unit up?

•  The unit can be powered up and left 

running for 3-4 hours without any 
problems.

•  If it is cold outside try to start the unit as 

close to the dive temperature as possible 
to let the oxygen sensors adjust.

•  If for any reason, your Poseidon 

MKVI will not pass a pre dive check. 
Do not dive the unit before the 

problem has been fixed and a pre 
dive check has been successfully 

completed!

Before you go diving



The Automatic Pre Dive Check

•  55 sequential tests

•  Go / No Go Result

•  Some user input required

•  Takes about 3-4 minutes

Current test being performed

"Spinning wheel" indicates an active test

Time remaining until running test is complete or time out



Pre Dive Check Categories
Test 1-38 Hardware related test

•  Test LED lights, speakers, computer components, HP sensors, depth sensors etc.

•  If one of these tests fail there is not much you can do.!


Except:

•  Test 15 - Firmware version compatibility test. Then you need to re-install the latest firmware.

•  Check battery connections for corrosion or damage.

Test 40-54: Unit functionality and resource test

•  Test mouthpiece functionality, gas supply, battery power level, O2 cell calibration etc.

•  If one of these tests fail, there are some corrective measures you can do.

Test 55:Service Interval

•  Keeps track of how many weeks there are left until service is required.

•  If this test fails, you need to push the wet switch to confirm that you are aware the unit needs servicing. This works for the 4 
weeks that follows the expiry date for the service. After that the unit is permanently shut down until a service has been done. 



Automatic Pre Dive Check failure

Remember both the test number and error code that are shown for 5 

seconds before the unit powers down automatically. 

Test that failed
The error code

A warning symbol



Automatic Pre Dive Check failure

Errors on tests 40-55 can, in most cases, be 
resolved by the diver.

•  Remain calm!

•  Trust the unit. If the unit says there is an 

issue, there is an issue!

•  Be methodical when you are locating the 

cause of the issue.

•  An error/alarm is a good thing. It means the 

unit is trying to keep you safe.

•  Bring the Poseidon MKVI Manual to the dive 

site, to be able to trouble shoot on site.



Automatic Pre Dive Check failure

Test 40 - Decompression data and battery comparison test

Errors and solutions: !
35 - The Decompression data on the battery is not valid !
36 - The Decompression data in the main computer is not valid.!
37 - The battery serial number has changed.

•  Re-start the Pre Dive check and the unit will pass the test. The decompression 
data that will be the most conservative will be used between the battery and the 
e-module logs. This is a notification that the battery has been changed.

38 - The Time and Date does not match between the battery and the main computer.

•  Pull the battery when the unit has shut down and start the Pre Dive test again.

•  If the problem persists, set the clock on the unit battery using the PC 
Configuration software. Then run the Pre Dive test again.



Test 48: Battery charge level and learn cycle status test



Errors and solutions:
57 - Not enough power in the battery to go diving 
•  Re-charge the battery and run the Pre Dive check again.

58 - You need to run the battery through a learn cycle.

•  Allow the battery to perform a complete learn cycle in the battery 

charger. Then run the Pre Dive check again.

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure

The battery needs to go through a learning cycle as the computer’s estimates of the remaining 
power in the battery gradually decreases in accuracy. The learning cycle takes about 8 hours 
and should be done at least once every 90 days.

Do NOT remove the battery from the charger when the battery is performing a learning cycle. 

Read more about the learning cycle in the Poseidon MKVI Manual.



Test 49: Positive Pressure Loop Test (PPLT)

Errors and solutions:
46 - The loop did not fill up in the allocated time frame.
47 - The loop did not fill up in time when solenoid #1 was used.
48 - The loop did not fill up in time when solenoid #2 was used.
49 - The loop is leaking.
•  Ensure the mouthpiece is in Open Circuit mode.

•  Make sure the exhalation lung OPV is fully closed.

•  Make sure the Oxygen tank valve is open and that you have enough oxygen in the tank.

•  Ensure all connections, seals, and o-rings for the breathing hose connections, Water 

Diversion Manifolds, Electronics Module, and bottom cover of the gas processing unit are 

attached and seated correctly.

•  Make sure there is a scrubber installed.

•  Inspect for tears, cuts or punctures in the counter lungs and breathing hoses.

•  Perform a negative loop test.

•  Re-start the Pre Dive check.

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure



Test 49: Positive Pressure Loop Test (PPLT)

Error and solution:
50 - The pressure in the loop increased.
•  Make sure nothing is applying pressure on the counter lungs. It can also be that 

something is leaking into the loop, for example a leaking solenoid.

•  If the error persists, contact a Poseidon Service Center as there might be a leak 
in a valve somewhere.




Automatic Pre Dive Check failure

Advice: Don’t forget to release the negative pressure when you have performed the 

negative loop test and before you start up the automatic start up procedure. If this is not 

done the system will not perform a PPLT.


You can verify that the solenoids are functioning by performing the Pre Dive check while 

holding the e-module in your hand. As tests 24, 25, 26 and 27 are performed, you should 

hear all four solenoids ejecting gas, one at a time.



O₂

FO₂

Test 53: O₂ cell calibration

This is one of the most advanced test that the unit performs and we will start by explaining 

the calibration process step-by-step.



The system starts by injecting pure oxygen directly on 
the primary oxygen cell for 20 seconds continuously. 

The use of oxygen to perform Test 49 (PPLT) helps this 
test complete properly, because the breathing loop will 
have already been saturated with oxygen. As well as 
we save diluent gas for bailout purposes during the 
dive.

We then use the Oxygen fraction value set in the PC 
Configuration program as the curve end point value. 

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure



Dil

FO₂

Test 53: O₂ cell calibration


After the calibration constant for the oxygen fraction 

is established, the system then injects diluent (air) 

via the diluent calibration solenoid valve. In doing so, 

this test both calibrates the cells, and confirms that 

you have the correct gas mixtures in the cylinders.



We then assume that the end point value is the 

default FO₂ diluent value (21%). 

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure



FO₂
99%

21%

mVmV Dil mV O₂

A functioning oxygen cell should provide a linear 

curve between the O₂ FO₂ (99%) and the Dil FO₂ 

(21%) and provide the correct mV (millivolt) output 

within the set time parameters. 



If the linear curve falls outside allowed parameters, 

the calibration test will fail. 



Automatic Pre Dive Check failure

Test 53: O₂ cell calibration


Misses the 99% 
parameter



94%

Misses the 21% 
parameter



Example: If you would only have 94% FO₂ in the oxygen cylinder this would mean that 
it will miss both preset parameters, as the curve is always drawn as a linear curve from 
the first given parameter (FO₂ in the oxygen cylinder) down to origo (see the green 
curve on the chart).


mV = Millivoltolt output from the oxygen cell



Test 53: O₂ cell calibration

The success of the cell calibration is based on a number of factors affecting each other:



•  The temperature of the cells

•  Percentage of oxygen in the gases used

•  Settings in the PC configuration software

•  Response-time from a cell

•  mV output from a cell

If you are diving in a area were there is a huge difference in the 

thermoclines. Please make sure to make a slower descent, to 

let the system increase the margins for the oxygen cells slower 

response time.

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure



Test 53: O₂ cell calibration

Error codes and solutions:

66 - The Fraction of Oxygen in the Diluent is incorrect

67 - The primary O₂ cell detected that the O₂ level in the Diluent gas is too low.

68 - The primary O₂ cell detected that the O₂ level in the Diluent gas is too high.

72 - The primary O₂ cell detected that the O₂ level in the oxygen gas is too low.

73 - The primary O₂ cell detected that the O₂ level in the oxygen gas is too High.

•  Ensure diluent and oxygen cylinders have the correct oxygen percentage, if the oxygen is lower then 99% 

but not lower then 93% then go into PC config and change the FO₂ in the oxygen cylinder. If the diluent is 

higher then 21% FO₂, change the gas to contain normal compressed air. 

•  Make sure that you have connected the oxygen- and diluent tanks to the correct connection on the 

pneumatic block.

•  Replace primary oxygen sensor with a known good cell.

•  Ensure CO₂ absorbent cartridge is installed correctly.

•  Ensure breathing loop temperature is within range limited.

•  If test failure persist, contact an authorised Poseidon Service Center for repair.

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure



Test 53: O₂ cell calibration

Error codes and solutions:
69 - The secondary O₂ cell detected that the O₂ level in the Diluent gas is too low

70 - The secondary O₂ cell detected that the O₂ level in the Diluent gas is too high.

71 - The Fraction of Oxygen in the Oxygen tank is incorrect.

74 - The secondary O₂ cell detected that the O₂ level in the oxygen gas is too low.

75 - The secondary O₂ cell detected that the O₂ fraction in the oxygen gas is too high.

•  Ensure diluent and oxygen cylinders have the correct oxygen percentage, if the oxygen is lower then 

99% but not lower then 93% then go into PC config and change the FO₂ in the oxygen cylinder. If the 

diluent is higher then 21% FO₂, change the gas to contain normal compressed air. 

•  Make sure that you have connected the oxygen- and diluent tanks to the correct connection on the 

pneumatic block.

•  Replace secondary oxygen sensor with a known good cell.

•  Ensure CO₂ absorbent cartridge is installed correctly.

•  Ensure breathing loop temperature is within range limited.

•  If test failure persist, contact an authorised Poseidon Service Center for repair.

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure



Test 53: O₂ cell calibration



Error codes and solutions:

76 - The O₂ cell response time is out of range. 

•  Make sure the O₂ cell(s) are not too cold.

•  Remove the cell(s) from the unit and let them vent in the air for an hour or so.

77 - The mouthpiece is not in Closed Circuit mode.

•  Make sure the mouthpiece DV switch stays in Closed Circuit mode for the duration of 

the calibration test.

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure



Test 55: Service interval test



The unit will stop on this test with this error code:

81 - The service interval has expired.

•  Confirm that you are aware the service interval has expired by placing 

your fingers on the wet switches.

•  For the safety of the diver, it is strongly recommended that the unit is 

serviced as soon as possible.

Automatic Pre Dive Check failure



C1 alarm on land

Why do you get a C1 alarm on land and how do you get rid of it?
When a Poseidon MKVI has passed the Pre Dive check and is powered up, the 
mouthpiece diluent valve switch should always be set in the Open Circuit (OC) position.


If the switch is set to Closed Circuit (CC), the unit will perform oxygen cell validations and 

react to the fact that you are not metabolising any oxygen. When there is no change in 

PO₂ value between validations, it will assume the primary cell is frozen and the secondary 

cell will be monitoring the PO₂. This will lead to a C1 warning on land.



To terminate the C1 alarm, do the following:

•  Set the mouthpiece diluent valve switch to Closed Circuit.

•  Breath on the loop for about 2 minutes, to allow the PO₂ to change and an oxygen cell 

validation to run.

•  When the unit detects that the PO₂ has changed, the C1 alarm will be terminated.

•  Set the mouthpiece diluent valve switch to Open Circuit.



Display fading





If you are diving in a warm area remember 

to cover up your display so it doesn't get 

exposed to direct sunlight and heat. As your 

display may risk fading.



If the display fades just cool the display 

down in the water as this will reverse the 

fading. 

On land



Issues while diving

Depth reading difference





Your back-up computer will not have the 

same depth reading as the paddle display on 

you Poseidon MKVI. 



The reason is that the depth sensor is 

located in in the e-module behind your back.



Hyperoxic linearity test.
To make sure the oxygen cells can read PO₂ values above 1.0, the unit performs a 
Hyperoxic Linearity Test. Where pure oxygen is blown on the oxygen cell as the diver 
reaches a depth of 6 m (20 feet), to see if the cell can read a value of 1.6 PO₂.


If the unit for any reason fails the Hyperoxic Linearity Test, the maximum set-point used 

during the dive is 1.0. 



There are a few things you can do, to increase the chance of a successful 
Hyperoxic Linearity Test.

•  Avoid performing the bubble check between 5-7 m (15-23 swf), as buoyancy change 

around the 6 m mark may cause the test to fail.

•  When descending, give the unit time to perform the test, i.e. do not descend too fast 

between 6 m(20 swf) to 10 m (33 swf).

•  Avoid repeated ascend/descend depth changes between 6 m(20 swf) to 10 m (33 

swf) in the beginning of the dive.

Issues while diving



Issues while diving

1.6

O₂

PO₂

1.0

Hyperoxic linearity test.


If the hyperoxic linearity test persistently keeps on 
failing this is a clear indicator that your O₂ cells are 
getting old.

On the chart you can see the difference between 
a good and a bad cell during the hyperoxic 
linearity test.

While a good cell keeps on reading the right value 
a bad cell flattens out and will not reach the actual 
PO₂ reading.  When this happens you will only get 
1.0 as the highest set point.



Display warnings

Issues while diving

Every time your red head up display flashes, you need to do the following:

•  Look at the display

•  Confirm that everything is alright

•  If an alarm = Take the correct action

•  If no alarm = Continue diving

Make sure you read and fully understand all warnings on the Poseidon MKVI 
prior to diving. As these warnings are designed to keep you alive you need to know 
how to respond to different kinds of warnings.

  



Issues while diving

Display warnings

The most important symbols on the screen are 
also the largest. 

The "ABORT!" and the Open Circuit symbol 
indicates that you need to turn the diluent valve 
lever to OC-mode and ascend to the surface in a 
controlled manner.



Issues while diving

Display warnings

If, for some reason, the system loses confidence in the 
oxygen sensors, then every few seconds an error will be 
displayed momentarily on the Primary Display where the 
PO₂ value is normally displayed. The "ABORT!", "general 
alert" and "electronics alert" warnings will also be shown.

This is a top level warning so you need to switch the diluent 
valve lever to OC-mode and start an ascent in a controlled 
manner.





How the PO₂ alarm works.

The PO₂ status is processed in the following order:

•  If the PO₂ is < 0.25, a hypoxic alarm will occur immediately.

•  If the PO₂ is > 1.8, a hyperoxic alarm will occur immediately.

•  If the PO₂ is > 1.6 and has been so for more than 1 minute, a hyperoxic alarm will 

occur.

•  If (PO₂ - SP) > SP/4 and has been so for more than 2 minutes, a set-point deviation 

alarm will occur.

(Note SP = set-point)



In all other cases, no alarms will occur.

Issues while diving



Remember! 

Not all warnings on the Poseidon MKVI means that you should bailout, here is a list of some of them:

•  Mouthpiece position incorrect

•  Insufficient diluent for surfacing threshold

•  Max depth exceeded

•  Ascent rate too rapid

•  Decompression ceiling reached

•  Read more about these warnings in your Poseidon MKVI Manual that you will find on 
www.poseidon.com

Issues while diving



Solenoids affect buoyancy



Due to bigger pressure changes in shallow 

waters, solenoids will fire more often to 

maintain the given set point.



You will then become positive buoyant 

which you need to compensate for by 

venting gas from the loop.

Issues while diving



After the dive

Venting the e-module.

If you are doing repeated dives with your 

Poseidon MKVI, if possible, vent the 

oxygen cells in your e-module between 

dives by removing the e-module from the 

top of the canister housing.



By doing this, you reduce the risk of 

getting condensation on the oxygen cells 

and the oxygen cells will last longer.



After the dive
The SofnoDive 797 pre-packed scrubber is the only 
scrubber you may use with the Poseidon MKVI.

Change scrubber:

1. When you metabolized the standard 3-liter oxygen 

cylinder containing 135 bars/2000 psi.

2. If the scrubber has been open for more then 24 h.

3. When in doubt, discard the scrubber and replace it 

with a new one.



Remember not to throw away the top plate, which 

comes with your Poseidon MKVI.



Please read the Poseidon MKVI Manual and information 

provided by Molecular, about the SofnoDive 797 pre-

packed scrubber.



Firmware upgrade procedure

•  Start the firmware program on your computer.

•  Start the automatic pre dive test on the Poseidon MKVI.

•  Once running initiate connection between the IR-adapter and the IR port on the Poseidon 
MKVI paddle display.

• Make sure that the IR connection is not lost once connection has been established.

• Make sure that the HUD is removed during the firmware upgrade!
!
Advice: Do not try to hold the IR-adaptor by yourself. It is better to let it hang from a table 
and place the paddle display on a chair underneath.



Enjoy diving your 
Poseidon MKVI


